This test included eighty individual words from five weekly Lists compiled from Alif Baa and all
active vocabulary of Al Kitaab Units 1 and 2. The right column is the correct Arabic, and the left
column what the student typed, prompted by an image. There was no ability to go back and
correct. To advance to the next word the current answer had to be recorded, and could not
subsequently be changed. Fifty of eighty students touch typed this Quiz. Most of the rest typed on
the physical keyboard with the onscreen keyboard up for reference. They will soon not need it.

Student
Student Id.
UCD Arabic I Fall eV Final Quiz
12/9/14 2:46 PM to 2:58 PM
Time to take the Quiz - 12 minutes.
This student had been touch typing for two weeks.
80/80
100%
('$#"! ، ن$#"!
('$#"! ، ن$#"!
ر$#) أ، *#)
ر$#) أ، *#)
ء$0' ، *أة.ا
ء$0' ، *أة.ا
('$432 ، ن$432
('$432 ، ن$432
865 ، ب$65
865 ، ب$65
 إ);ة، أخ
 إ);ة، أخ
'<= ا>ـ
'<= ا>ـ
*!$A د، *6Aد
*!$A د، *6Aد
*ةB#5 ، *B#5
*ةB#5 ، *B#5
(<C;. ، DC;.
(<C;. ، DC;.
ةFBE ، FBE
ةFBE ، FBE
رات$BG ، رة$BG
رات$BG ، رة$BG
ت$J ور، (Jور
ت$J ور، (Jور
(MK*. ، LK*.
(MK*. ، LK*.
(PK;N ، OK;N
(PK;N ، OK;N
$RQدا
$RQدا
SRGا
SRGا
(#K*T ، 8K*T
(#K*T ، 8K*T
$MKأ
$MKأ
ةFB"U ، FB"U
ةFB"U ، FB"U
تVو$N ، (>و$N
تVو$N ، (>و$N
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ت$WU ، XWU
(PBRE ، OBRE
;رY ، ;رةY
SG*ا5 ، SG*5
Z "A
("G وا، [Gوا
(#"Y ، 8"Y
]B\
ـU (>;^4. ، ^;ل4.
ر$`W>ا
ةFB"G ، FB"G
;تBU ، XBU
cBU$#a ، ك$#a
(RE*6. ، dE*6.
ج$ E د
ةFh6g اd.fا
 دروس، درس
(j3W.
;ابU أ، ب$U
(K*k. ، *يk.
OR"!
(P`G ، O`G
<;فY ، DY
OR"> ا، O^4>ا
ب$n\
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The score breakdown of all students:
19 x 100.0
11 x 99.3
15 x 98.7
3 x 97.2
7 x 96.9
6 x 95.0
1 x 94.4
2 x 92.7
1 x 91.8
1 x 90.0
1 x 88.0
1 x 82.7
1 x 77.7
1 x 71.2
Eight students scored below 70%.
Grading was strict. A single letter misspelling or a missing or misplaced hamza was
a .65% deduction. Many errors were essentially typing mistakes, such as  مfor ك,
which are adjacent on the Mac keyboard, or  خfor ج, or  غfor ع, and so forth,
mistaking the dot. Most often one of a pair of words was entered correctly, and the
other not. Nevertheless a deduction was made. Interestingly, this elicited no
complaints.
No extra credit is included in these scores.
The eyeVocab method has to be learned. The sixty one students who did, or 75% of
all students, scored above 95%. The average score of those students was 98.56%.
This marks declarative long term vocabulary retention with minimal review.

